
Supplier Review Evaluation Report

1. Supplier background

2、Review and evaluation

Review items Description of the current situation Rating

Quality

Staffing

"There are more than 30 quality personnel in total: 2 quality managers (respectively  
responsible  for in-plant quality and customer quality and craftsmanship),  and the others are 
in-plant inspectors;
Summary:  The ratio of quality personnel is reasonable,  and the division of labor is clear. "

Quality system

"ISO9001, ISO14001, IATF16949 (vehicle certification),  and environmental  protection 
certification  all have valid certification  certificates,  and the SIP and process documents of the 
quality post are complete;
Summary:  The quality system is perfect. "

Production yield
"The yield rate is 99.7%;
Summary:  The yield is good. "

After-sales service
"6 after-sales personnel:  1 manager and 5 CS personnel,  the material  abnormality  can be 
delivered on the same day and the next day, and the after-sales personnel have technical 
functions;

Reliability
The reliability of bending test, thrust test, peel test, etc. is complete;
Summary:  A series of reliability tests can be completed in the factory to ensure product 
stability.

Craft

Foolproof ability

It has AOI automatic inspection equipment,  which can replace manual inspection of product 
appearance;  it has the functions of open and short circuit tester and ICT tester to inspect 
products.
Summary:  Foolproof ability is very strong.

Process Capability
The monthly production capacity is about 2000㎡.
Summary:  The production process capability meets the needs of our company.

Process system
Operational  posts and fully automatic posts are equipped with SOPs, and there are system 
personnel to maintain and update the system documents.
Summary:  The process system is complete.

Research and development Proofing efficiency

1. With SMT workshop,  it can reduce the time of sending out parts and improve the 
efficiency of proofing;
2. The sample proofing time is 3-5 days, and the mass production time is 7-11 days (need to 
open the mold)
Summary:  The sample efficiency is within the norm.

3. Comprehensive  assessment

After a long period of precipitation,  it has a complete FPC industry chain, and has a strong guarantee in terms of product quality and reliability. 
It can be used as a long-term cooperative supplier of our self-developed FPC, but it should be noted that the main The product is a mobile 
phone display FPC. Whether the experience and resources in the industrial control industry are sufficient, it is necessary to focus on the early 
cooperation.


